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Abstract
Objectives/Goals
The main purpose of my science project was to see if juices from plants native to Humboldt County, when
used as base materials in Graetzel photovoltaic solar cells, could generate electrical power.
Methods/Materials
I made several Graetzel solar cells using a number of simple items, chemicals, and filtered juices from
flowers and berries. Next I conducted a series of experiments using artificial light. After I learned that
only two of the four plant juice-based solar cells generated measurable electricity with artificial light, I
conducted separate experiments using only dark red flower petal juice-based solar cells exposed to
artificial light, and then to sunlight. Then I did experiments using 4-5 solar cells in a series to see if more
electricity was generated compared to a single solar cell.
Results
I discovered that single solar cells based on darker colored plant juices under artificial light generated
10-20 times more electricity than single Graetzel cells using lighter colored plant juices, and 4-5 times
more electricity under sunlight. Also, I learned that single solar cells based on dark red petal juice
produced slightly more electrical energy than single photovoltaic cells based on blackberry juice. Then
with further experimentation using only dark red petal juice-based solar cells, I discovered that 4-5 solar
cells connected in series, and under artificial light, generated 2-3 times more electricity than a single solar
cell, and 7-29% more power under sunlight.
Conclusions/Discussion
From my project experiments I found out that berry and /or flower petal juices can be used in simple
photovoltaic cells to generate electricity; that more electricity is generated from solar cells using juices of
darker pigmented plants than from Graetzel cells using lighter colored ones; that photovoltaic cells using
juice from dark-pigmented flower petals generated slightly more electricity than solar cells using juice
from dark-colored berries; that sunlight as a light source resulted in more electrical power generation in a
Graetzel solar cell than artificial light; and that solar cells operating in a series generated more electricity
than individual solar cells. The results of my experiments showed me that electricity can be reliably and
cheaply generated by use of simple, inexpensive photovoltaic cells using a combination of relatively
cheap materials, including very abundant plant juices.

Summary Statement
Solar generation of electricity from simple photovoltaitc (Graetzel) solar cells using plant juices.
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